In recent years, a variety of recurrent neural networks have been proposed, e.g LST-M, however, existing models only read the text once, it cannot describe the situation of repeated reading in reading comprehension. In fact, when reading or analyzing a text, we may read the text several times rather than once if we couldn't well understand it. So, how to model this kind of the reading behavior? To address the issue, we propose a multi-glance mechanism (MG-M) for modeling the habit of reading behavior. In the proposed framework, the actual reading process can be fully simulated, and then the obtained information can be consistent with the task. Based on the multi-glance mechanism, we design two types of recurrent neural network models for repeated reading: Glance Cell Model (GCM) and Glance Gate Model (GGM). Visualization analysis of the GCM and the GGM demonstrates the effectiveness of multi-glance mechanisms. Experiments results on the large-scale datasets show that the proposed methods can achieve better performance.
Introduction
Text understanding is one of the fundamental tasks in Natural Language Processing areas. These years we have seen significant progress in applying neural networks to text analysis applications. Recurrent neural network is widely used because of its effective capability of capturing the sequential information. Long short-term memory (LST-M) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and gated recurrent neural network (Chung et al., 2014) have achieved state-of-the-art performance in many areas, such as sentiment analysis (Tang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016) , document classification and neural machine translation . Besides the success achieved by these basic recurrent neural models, there are also a lot of interesting research works conducted in text analysis (Kim, 2014; Zhang et al., 2015) . Depending on the parsing tree structures, tree-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) and recursive neural network (Socher et al., 2013) are proposed. Bidirectional recurrent neural networks (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) can get the backward features. In order to align the hidden states, attention mechanism is widely used in language processing Vaswani et al., 2017) .
One of the common characteristics of these existing models is to model only single reading processing and generate a sequence of hidden states h t , as a function of the previous hidden states h t−1 and the current input (Sutskever et al., 2014; Karpathy et al., 2015) . However, the fact is that when we read a text only once, we may merely know the general idea of it, especially when the text is long and obscure. More often than not, we know that fast repeated reading is more effective than slow careful reading, so, for the obscure text, our primary school teacher always teaches us to read several times to get the theme of the text. In addition, this kind of rereading can help us find some of the details that are ignored when we first glance.
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-glance mechanism to model our reading habit: when reading a text, first we will glance through it to get the general meaning and then based on the information we obtained, we will read the text again in order to find some important contents. Based on the multi-glance mechanism we proposed ( Fig.1 Glance Cell Model (GCM) and Glance Gate Model (GGM). GCM has a special cell to memorize the first impression information obtained after finishing the first reading. GGM has a special gate to control current input and output in order to filter words that are not important. The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel multi-glance mechanism which models the habit of reading. Comparing to traditional sequential models, our proposed models can better simulate people's reading process and better understand the content.
• Based on multi-glance mechanism, we propose GCM which can takes the first impression information into consideration. Glance cell model has a special cell to memorize the global impression information we obtain and add it into the current calculation.
• Based on multi-glance mechanism, we propose GGM which adopts a extra gate to ignore the less important words and focus on details in the contents.
Related Work
Recurrent neural network has achieved great success because of its effective capability to capture the sequential information. The RNN handles the variable-length sequence by having a recurrent hidden state whose activation at each time step is dependent on that of the previous time. To reduce the negative impact of gradient vanishing, a long short-term memory unit (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) , which has a more sophisticated activation function, was proposed. Bidirectional recurrent neural networks (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) , e.g bidirectional LSTM networks (Augenstein et al., 2016) , combine forward features as well as reverse features of the text. Bidirectional networks, which get the forward features and the reverse features separately, are different from our multi-glance mechanism. A Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) ) is a good extension of a LSTM unit, because GRU maintains the performance and makes the structure to be simpler. Comparing to a LSTM unit, a GRU has only two gates, an update gate and a reset gate, so it will be faster to train a GRU than a LSTM unit. Attention mechanism ) is used to learn weights for every input, so it can reduce the impact of information redundancy. Now, attention mechanism is commonly used in various models.
Methods
In this section, we will introduce the proposed multi-glance mechanism models in detail. We first describe the basic framework of multi-glance mechanism. Afterwards, based on multi-glance mechanism, we describe two glance models, glance cell model and glance gate model.
Multi-glance Mechanism Model
When reading or analyzing a text, we may read it several times rather than once if we couldn't fully understand its meaning. To model our reading habit, we propose the multi-glance mechanism. The core architecture of the proposed model is shown in Fig.1 . In the following paper, we will describe how the models work when processing a text. Given a training text T , in order to better analyze it, we will read T many times. As shown in Fig. 1 , n is the times we will read the text.
For the sake of convenience, we give an example of the 2-glance process here.
First, we glance through the text to capture a general meaning. We use the recurrent network to read the embedding of each word and calculate the hidden states {g 1 h 1 , g 1 h 2 , · · · , g 1 h m }, where m is the length of the text T . After finishing reading it, we have an impression on the text T . Next, with the guidance of the impression, we give these hidden states weight parameters and feed them into the glance model to continue to read the text for the second time. As we can see, if we read the text only once and don't adopt multi-glance mechanism, this model can be simplified as traditional attention based recurrent model.
At the second time of reading, in view of the general idea of the content we have got, we may ignore the less interesting words and focus on some details in the text. So we utilize a novel glance recurrent model to read embedding T = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w m } again and calculate the output state {g 2 h 1 , g 2 h 2 , · · · , g 2 h m }. Based on multiglance mechanism, we propose two glance recurrent models: that is, Glance Cell Model(GCM) and Glance Gate Model(GGM).
Comparing to basic recurrent model, glance cell model has a special cell to memorize the general meaning calculated after finishing the first time of reading. Besides, glance gate model has a binary gate to filter the less important words. We describe how two glance recurrent models operate in section 3.2 and section 3.3. Fig.1 gives the main process of the multi-glance mechanism.
Glance Cell Model
Based on multi-glance mechanism, we propose the glance cell model (GCM). After we finish reading the text T for the first time, we know any of the general meaning of it. This means we have some first impression information about the text. As shown in Fig.2 , comparing to the traditional recurrent network, the GCM has a special cell to keep the first impression information. LSTM has been widely adopted for text processing, so we use LSTM to calculate the hidden states g 1 h i .
Thus the glance cell state gc c t can be calculated from the weighted sum of hidden states
The block of GCM, whereT stands for tanh() andS stands for sigmoid().
where α i measures the impression of i th word for the current glance cell state gc c t . Because GCM is a recurrent network as well, the current glance cell state gc c t is also influenced by the previous state g 2 h c t−1 and the current input w t . Thus the impression α i can be defined as:
where f is the impression function and it can be defined as:
where W c g is the weight matrices and gw T c is the weight vector.
Besides, glance cell is used to memorize the prior knowledge, we also have a cell, at the second time reading in multi-glance mechanism, to read the text. We use three gates to update and output the cells states, and they can be defined as:
where i c t , f c t and o c t are the gates states, σ() is the sigmoid function andc c t stands for the input state. In GCM, in order to adopt the first impression knowledge in the current cell state calculation and output the glance cell state, we use glance input gate and output gate to connect the glance cell and the cell state. The two gates can be defined as:
where gi c t and go c t are the gate states.Thus the cell state can be calculated as: According to the function, when we read the text at the second time, the current cell state c c t contains the previous cell state c c t−1 , current input statec c t and the current glance cell state gc c t , which is different from the existing recurrent models.
In view of two cells in GCM, the final output of a single block can be calculated as:
We feed the text T = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w m } embedding into the glance cell model and then obtain the output hidden states
Glance Gate Model
Based on multi-glance mechanism, we also propose the Glance Gate Model (GGM). The main block of GGM is shown in Fig.3 . When we read the text at the second time, in view of the first impression information we obtained, our habit is to ignore the less interesting words directly rather than still reading them again. However, existing RNN models, e.g. LSTM model, have an input gate to control the current input, it still can't set less interesting or important information to zero. In GGM, we use a binary glance gate to control the input, and it is defined as:
where W g g is the projection matrix, and softmax only output two states {0, 1} . In glance gate model (GGM), gg g t still models the impression of the text, and calculated by the weighted sum of hidden states {g 1 h 1 , g 1 h 2 , · · · , g 1 h m }:
Figure 3: The block of GGM, whereT stands for tanh() andS stands for sigmoid().
Where β i measures the impression of i th word for the current glance gate cell state gg g t . For brevity, we will not repeat the function of impression weight β i and impression function f here.
As shown in the Fig.4 , here we give an example of the GGM to process a sentence. Comparing to the LSTM model's input gate, the glance gate only has two states {0, 1}. When we care about the current word w i , we input the word w i into the GGM and update the hidden state. If the current word is meaningless, the GGM will directly discard the input word and keep the previous state without updating the hidden state. Thus the gates, cells states and output hidden states are defined as follows:
where ⊕ stands for the element-wise addition.
Note that when the GGM close the glance gate, gate={0}, the formulations above can be transformed as: ...
Figure 4: An example of the proposed GGM to process a sentence. In this example, when the glance gate open, the current word will input into the GGM, then output the hidden state. When the glance gate close, the model will ignore the current inputted word and keep the previous hidden state.
so when the glance gate close, the GGM will keep the previous state unchanged. Besides, when the GGM open the glance gate, namely gate={1}, the formulations above can be transformed as:
So the model can obtain the current input statec g t and update the cell state c g t . We feed the text T into the GGM and obtain the output hidden states
Model Training
To train our multi-glance mechanism models, we adopt softmax layer to project the text representation into the target space of C classes:
whereĝ 2 h is the attention weighted sum of the glance hidden states {g 2 h 1 , g 2 h 2 , · · · , g 2 h m },ĝ 1 h is the attention weighted sum of the hidden states
We use the cross-entropy as training loss:
whereŷ i is the gold distribution for text i, θ represents all the parameters in the model.
Experiment
In this section, we conduct experiments on different datasets to evaluate the performance of multiglance mechanism. We also visualize the glance layers in both glance models.
Datasets and Experimental Setting
We evaluate the effectiveness of our glance models on four different datasets . Yelp 2013 and Yelp2014 are obtained from the Yelp Dataset Challenge. IMDB dataset was built by Tang et al. (2015) . Amazon reviews are obtained from Amazon Fine Food reviews. The statistics of the datasets are summarized in The datasets are split into training, validation and test sets with the proportion of 8:1:1. We use the Stanford CoreNLP for tokenization and sentence splitting. For training, we pre-train the word vector and set the dimension to be 200 with SkipGram (Mikolov et al., 2013) . In our glance models, the dimensions of hidden states and cells states are set to 200 and the hidden states and cells states initialized randomly. We adopt AdaDelta (Zeiler, 2012) to train our models , select the best configuration based on the validation set, and evaluate the performance on the test set.
Baselines
We compare our glance models with the following baseline methods. 
Model Comparisons
The experimental results are shown in Table 2 .
We can see that multi-glance mechanism based models, glance gate model (GGM) and glance cell model (GCM), achieve a better accuracy than traditional recurrent models, because of the guidance of the overview meaning we obtain at the first time of reading. With that guidance, we will get a better understanding of the text. While comparing to our glance models, existing RNN models read the text only once so they cannot have the general meaning to help them understand the text. Comparing to attention-based recurrent models, the proposed glance cell model still has a better performance. The main reason for this is that when we read the text with the multi-glance mechanism, the glance hidden states have a better understanding of the text, so when we calculate the attention weight on each hidden states, the final output will also be better to represent the text.
When comparing the models we proposed, glance cell model gives a better performance than glance gate model. This is because we use multiglance mechanism to filter words in glance gate model while we use multi-glance mechanism to add general information in glance cell model. Even though we only ignore the less important words in glance gate model when the gate is closed, some information is still lost comparing to glance cell model.
Model Analysis for Glance Cell Model
To establish the effectiveness of GCM, we choose some reviews in Amazon dataset and visualize them in the Fig.5 . In each sub-figure, the first line RNN model {g 1 h 1 , g 1 h 2 , · · · , g 1 h t } (the purple spots), Glance Cell Model {g 2 h c 1 , g 2 h c 2 , · · · , g 2 h c t } (the blue spots) and the final text representation (the red spots). actually i'm not sure which film was better meet the parents or meet the fockers. both films were equally enjoyable. this movie is really funny. maybe it's because of a cast but everything works in this film. it's probably one of the best comedies made in this decade. Dustin Hoffman and Barbra Streisand both did great as Gaylord's parents. every character of this movie had it's own opinion and that was well portrayed in their dialogs. not like the original, this part is more making fun of Robert de Nero's character than of Ben Stiller 's character. i noticed that this film has many similarities with it's prequel but that's ok because it still was very funny. is the visualization of the weights when we read the text at the first time, the second line is the visualization that we read at the second time. Note that, whiter color means higher weight.
As shown in Fig.5 , the first review has wrote the ranking stars in the text, which is a determining factor in product reviews, but we ignore them when we read at the first time. Well, with the guidance of multi-glance mechanism, when we read them again, we can not only find the ranking stars, but also give them high weights.
In the second review, comparing the results we read at the first time and the second time, though we may focus on some of the same words, e.g. inedible, we will give them different weights. We can observe that when reading at the second time, we give word 'inedible' a higher weight and word 'the' a lower the weight. The glance cell model can increase the weights of important words, so we can focus on more useful words when using multi-glance mechanism and glance cell model. Next, we also choose two reviews in the dataset and visualize the hidden states which calculated by the glance cell model and a traditional recurrent model. As aforementioned in this paper, when using multi-glance mechanism, we will get the local information comparing to simple RNN models. As shown in Fig.6 , the purple spots and the blue spots are the visualizations of the hidden states, and the purple spots belong to the simple RNN model while the blue spots belong to the glance cell model. The spot in red is the visualization of the final text representation. Note that, we use P-CA to reduce the dimensions of the hidden states here. We can see that the blue spots are much more closer to the red spots than the purple spots, which mean the glance cell hidden states are more closer to the final text representations. It is the local information that makes the difference. So we can obtain a more general idea when using the glance cell model we proposed.
Model Analysis for Glance Gate Model
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the glance gate model, we choose a review in IMDB dataset and visualize the values of gates. As mentioned in this paper, the gates only have two states, closed and open. As shown in Fig. 7 , the words in gray mean i tried this tea in seattle two years ago and just loved it. it was unavailable at my local health food store , but i found it on amazon . their price and service are excellent . i would definitely recommend this tea ! (a) Model with Multi-glance Mechanism i tried this tea in seattle two years ago and just loved it . it was unavailable at my local health food store , but i found it on amazon . their price and service are excellent . i would definitely recommend this tea ! when we read these words, the gates in GGM are closed. So these words are unable to pass through the gate. These words in color (blue and red) mean that the gates are open when we read these words. We can observe that when we read the text again, the glance gate model can ignore the less important words and focus on the more useful words. Surprisingly, the most important words are found, e.g. enjoyable, best comedies and funny (the red words in Fig.7) . The model is able to find the adjectives, verbs and some nouns, which is more useful in the text understanding.
Besides, we also count the top-ignored words in 1000 IMDB reviews, and the results are shown in the Fig.8 . We can see that most of the prepositions and adverds are ignored. Thus glance gate model can filter the less important words and concentrate on the more informative words.
Comparing to RNN with Attention Mechanism
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the multiglance mechanism, we choose a review in Amazon dataset and visualize the parameters of weights in multi-glance model and attention based RNN model. As shown in Fig.9 , the words in color (red and blue) are the top 10 important words in the review the word in red color are the top 5 important words. We can observe that multi-glance mechanism can find the more useful words, e.g. loved, excellent. What's more, multi-glance mechansim also can give these important words higher weights comparing to simple attention based RNN models which only read the review once.
Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we propose a multi-glance mechanism in order to model the habit of reading. When we read a text, we may read it several times rather than once in order to gain a better understanding. Usually, we first read the text quickly and get a general idea. Under the guidance of this first impression, we will read many times until we get enough information we need. What's more, based on the multi-glance mechanism, we also propose two glance models, glance cell model and glance gate model. The glance cell model has a special cell to memorize the first impression information we obtain and add it into the current calculation. The glance gate model adopts a special gate to ignore the less important words when we read the text at the second time with multi-glance mechanism. The experimental results show that when we use the multi-glance mechanism to read the text, we are able to get a better understanding of the text. Besides, the glance cell model can memorise the first impression information and the glance gate model is able to filter the less important words, e.g. the, of. We will continue our work as follows:
• How to construct the first impression information more effectively? As proposed in this paper, some of the words in the text are redundant for us to understand text. So, we will sample some words of the text when reading it at the first time.
• The next step will be taken in the direction of algorithm acceleration and model lightweight design.
